The present study fills a gap between the benchmarking literature and multi-output based efficiency and productivity studies by proposing a benchmarking framework to analyze total factor productivity (TFP). Different specifications of the Hicks-Moorsteen TFP index are tailored for specific benchmarking perspectives: (1) static, (2) fixed base and unit, and (3) dynamic TFP change. These approaches assume fixed units and/or base technologies as benchmarks. In contrast to most technology-based productivity indices, the standard Hicks-Moorsteen index always leads to feasible results. Through these specifications, managers can assess different facets of the firm's strategic choices in comparison with firm-specific relevant benchmarks and thus have a broad background for decision making. An empirical application for the Spanish banking industry between 1998 and 2006 illustrates the managerial implications of the proposed framework.
Introduction
Literature on benchmarking focuses on the selection of a unit of strategic value against which performance is compared (Camp 1998) . Another series of academic studies analyze the efficiency and productivity of firms with multiple inputs and outputs. So far there seems little or no link between these two streams of research. In this paper we propose to bridge this gap by defining novel total factor productivity (TFP) benchmarking methods. These are devised to include cross-sectional and intertemporal perspectives not only concerning unit to unit benchmarking, but also efficiency frontier benchmarking. These various perspectives are introduced stepwise starting with static indices, continuing with fixed base and unit, and ending with dynamic benchmarking. This provides managers of any industry with a new set of TFP benchmarking indices for decision making.
Both benchmarking and TFP analysis represent key tools in business economics.
For instance, Balk (2003) points to two main actions a manager constantly carries out: the monitoring activity (i.e., assessing how the firm is doing over time) and the benchmarking activity (i.e., comparing firm performance with respect to its main competitors). Although both activities aim at enhancing performance, monitoring is internally oriented while benchmarking has an external focus.
Benchmarking is defined as the search and emulation of the industry's best practices and it thus is an objective setting procedure (Camp 1998) . Through benchmarking, a firm can deduce whether it has a best or worst practice. Thus, it can aim at maintaining superiority or at closing the gap to its competitors (Camp 1998) .
Therefore, benchmarking appeals most to firms with similar strategic orientations or facing comparable problems and opportunities (Smith 2005; Collis et al. 2007) .
Empirical applications suggest different methods for monitoring or benchmarking activities. In managerial studies of performance, the simplest method is the use of output-input ratios or any other kind of ratios for that matter (see Banker et al. 1996; Bragg 2002) . Managers care about profitability and implicitly about productivity: "the most encompassing measure of productivity change, TFP change, is nothing but the "real" component of profitability change. Put otherwise, if there is no effect of prices then productivity change would coincide with profitability change." (Balk 2003: 6) .
The above TFP measures are easily adaptable to benchmarking purposes. One can simply divide the firm's TFP change (or performance) ratio to the one of a chosen competitor. However, in multiple inputs and outputs technologies various problems emerge related to the use of ratios for benchmarking. When comparing two firms, different partial productivity ratios (built by dividing different outputs by some inputs) can point to different results. The management literature suggests a way to remedy this problem. Specifically, in the presence of prices, multiple outputs and inputs productivity indices are proposed by the American Productivity Center (APC) method (APC 1981) .
Turning attention to efficiency and productivity analysis, this literature uses frontier methods with economic underpinning in production theory to handle multiple inputs yielding multiple outputs. These non-parametric techniques have known an important upsurge and are probably best known under the label Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) (see Färe et al. 1994; Ray 2004) . DEA methods compute the degree of inefficiency separating a certain Decision Making Unit (DMU) from the efficiency frontier. In this case, the comparison is done against the whole analyzed sample, not against some specific strategic competitor as in benchmarking. Thus, in DEA benchmarks are the efficient units on the frontier against which the other DMUs are projected using some efficiency measure (see Färe et al. 1994; Ray 2004) . Therefore, it is highly unlikely that a single benchmark is found for all units evaluated in the sample.
In inter-temporal analyses, the efficiency and productivity literature captures the potentially shifting efficiency frontier usually through index numbers. The Malmquist productivity index is probably the best known measure that has been extensively used in past research 1 . However, there are some pitfalls to the use of Malmquist indices. First, it is not always a TFP index: while the TFP properties are maintained under constant returns to scale, shortcomings appear in the presence of variable returns to scale (VRS) which mostly represents the true technology (Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell 1995) . Second, there is the possibility of having infeasible results. 2 For example, Glass and McKillop (2000) find infeasibilities for up to 7% of the analyzed UK building societies. 3 This issue could have an important impact on benchmarking analysis, since managers wish to obtain firm level results that may not always be available. 4 As a result, there are two main issues with the Malmquist index that need to be resolved: TFP interpretation and infeasibilities. To address these problems, one can turn to Bjurek's (1996) proposal for a Hicks-Moorsteen TFP (HMTFP) index (see also Lovell 2003: footnote 18) . The HMTFP index is defined as a ratio of an aggregate output-quantity over an aggregate input-quantity index. More precisely, it measures the change in output quantities in the output direction and the change in input quantities in the input direction, instead of exclusively adopting an input-or output-orientation as
Malmquist indices usually do. The TFP characteristics of the HMTFP index solve the limitations of the traditional Malmquist productivity index in the presence of VRS.
Furthermore, this HMTFP index is well-defined under general assumptions of variable returns to scale and strong disposability. 5 However, in spite of its attractive properties, the HMTFP has been scarcely empirically applied.
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Various benchmarking applications have been developed in the non-parametric efficiency and productivity analysis framework by isolating reference frontiers or
DMUs. In the non-TFP context, Berg et al. (1992) adapt the Malmquist productivity index to have a base year frontier as a benchmark frontier, and measure productivity growth or regress relative to this fixed basis. Similarly, Berg et al. (1993) adapt the Malmquist productivity index to make comparisons across countries with respect to a fixed basis (i.e., a single country) for a given year. Also, single benchmark TFP analyses have been undertaken by Zaim et al. (2001) , Färe et al. (2004) and Zaim (2004) . Manipulating a Hicks-Moorsteen index, their proposals include both crosssectional and inter-temporal analyses by mixing a single DMU and TFP benchmarking. Zaim et al. (2001) use a five years sample of OECD countries to analyze the well-being of individuals in each country as compared to a benchmark country. Similarly, 4 To solve the problem of infeasibilities, Kao (2010) propose a common-weights global Malmquist productivity index: apart from the common weights (i.e., the same frontier facet for every DMU), this amounts to creating a common frontier for all DMUs in all time periods. 5 Briec and Kerstens (2011) demonstrate that the Hicks-Moorsteen productivity index satisfies the determinateness property under mild conditions. According to Bjurek (1996: 310 ) the feasibility of this index is attributable to the property that "all input efficiency measures included meet the condition that the period of the technology is equal to the period of the observed output quantities" and "all output efficiency measures included meet the condition that the period of the technology is equal to the period of the observed input quantities". 6 Bjurek et al. (1998) is the first empirical application of the Hicks-Moorsteen index. To the best of our knowledge, there are only two more empirical applications/decompositions of the Hicks-Moorsteen index: one is developed in a parametric context by Nemoto and Goto (2005) , another is proposed in O'Donnell (2010).
environmental performance is measured against a benchmark DMU in Färe et al. (2004) and Zaim (2004) . While the former study looks upon OECD countries at cross-sectional level, the latter analyzes US states from both cross-sectional and inter-temporal perspectives.
A small existing literature thus proposes efficiency frontier comparisons using productivity indices combined with some form of unit to unit benchmarking. But, while consensus is reached regarding the usefulness of benchmarking, less agreement exists with respect to the choice of benchmarks. In a strategic analysis setting, the interest of a firm may be to know its relative performance to a certain specific competitor, instead of comparing itself to a frontier potentially composed of all firms in the sector. The benchmark could differ for each firm, even though it could remain the same over a certain time period. Additionally, awareness of TFP positioning is useful in both static and dynamic environments. Efficiency coefficients (static) and TFP indices (dynamic)
relative to a given benchmark are equally relevant and could represent the basis of strategic decision-making. For instance, in the case of similar strategic configurations, firms constitute strategic groups and may choose their benchmark within their relevant cluster. In this case, the benchmark unit can be the leader of the strategic group or any other unit, say the local competitor, regardless of its performance.
To develop a systematic framework to analyze these issues, this study proposes a TFP benchmarking framework by adapting Bjurek's (1996) HMTFP index for benchmarking purposes. The introduced HMTFP indices for benchmarking include the features of the traditional HMTFP together with some of the properties of the indices in Berg et al. (1992 Berg et al. ( , 1993 , Zaim et al. (2001) , Färe et al. (2004) and Zaim (2004) .
Various specifications of the HMTFP index measure distances (and catching-up effects) between analyzed DMUs and their selected benchmarks: these indices offer TFP interpretations with respect to static, fixed base or changing efficiency frontiers.
The empirical application considers the Spanish banking sector over the period 1998-2006, a post-deregulation growth phase. The sector experienced consistent growth following the disappearance of regulatory constrains and due to the competition between private and savings banks. In productivity and efficiency terms, the sector has been looked at from a multitude of perspectives.
7 7 E.g., Lovell (1996, 1997) , Lozano-Vivas (1997) , Kumbhakar and Lozano-Vivas (2005) , Más-Ruiz et al. (2005) , Tortosa-Ausina et al. (2008) or Illueca et al. (2009). In addition, there is a wide range of DEA studies that focus on some alternative aspects of benchmarking. We mention some recent examples. Bougnol et al. (2010) show how DEA can be used by practitioners to enhance standard performance evaluations such as benchmarking or constructing rankings based on scorecard assessments. Moreover, the versatility of DEA models for benchmarking allows to evaluate multiple-stakeholder perspectives using common sets of variables (Avkiran and Morita 2010) . In a similar vein, DEA-based benchmarking can also be used for analyzing bank branch efficiency suitable for both line managers and senior executives (Paradi et al. 2011) . However, our study is unique in focusing on integrating a benchmarking perspective into frontier-based TFP measures.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 develops the HMTFP index adapted to benchmarking purposes. Section 3 presents sample information together with the variables and methods of analysis. The empirical application is found in Section 4, while the final section is dedicated to some concluding remarks.
The Hicks-Moorsteen TFP Index Adapted to Benchmarking

The Hicks-Moorsteen TFP Index and Its Interpretation
Caves et al. (1982) introduced the Malmquist index into the mainstream literature as a ratio of either output or input distance functions. This index is based on technology information only (i.e., output and input quantities) and requires no price information.
Furthermore, this index is always partially oriented (either output or input). Following some cursory remarks in the earlier literature (see Lovell 2003: 437) , Bjurek (1996) introduces the technology-based Hicks-Moorsteen productivity index that combines output and input quantity indices defined using output and input distance functions respectively, making it simultaneously oriented. 
The input distance function "treats (multiple) outputs as given, and contracts input vectors as much as possible consistent with the technological feasibility of the contracted input vector" (Färe et al. 1994: 10) . This function presents a complete description of the structure of multi-input, multi-output efficient production technology.
Furthermore, it offers "a complete characterization of the structure of multi-input, multioutput efficient production technology, and it provides a reciprocal measure of the distance from each producer to that efficient technology" (Färe et al. 1994: 10) .
The output distance function in period t can be defined as:
This output distance function has similar characteristics, and can be equally employed to characterize the structure of efficient production technologies in the multi-output case (Färe et al. 1994) . These distance functions can be defined using general specifications of technology (e.g., a non-parametric technology with variable returns to scale).
The basic HMTFP index (Bjurek 1996) based on a technology in year t and computing changes between observations in periods t (y t ,x t ) and t+1 (y t+1 ,x t+1 ) is defined as follows: 
In line with Bjurek's (1996) proposal, the above distance functions are evaluated with respect to a technology assuming VRS and strong disposability of inputs and outputs. The HMTFP index shows the shifts in the technology between two analyzed periods, both compared against the technology in the first year. The HMTFP scores are to be read in line with other ratio-based indices: specifically, values greater than one indicate TFP growth, whereas values lower than one point to decreases in TFP.
In the one input one output case, productivity is equal to the division of a single output over a single input (y/x), whereas productivity change is the quotient of two productivity ratios -in t+1 and t-((y t+1 /x t+1 )/(y t /x t )) (see APC 1981; Balk 2003) . In the multiple inputs and outputs case, a TFP index is required to obtain a similar interpretation for a general technology (see Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (1995 ), Balk (2003 ), and O'Donnell (2010 ). The advantage of a TFP index is that it provides information on the movements in productivity by comparing multidimensional real output growth and input growth (see Balk 2003) . Thus, the HMTFP is among the frontier-based index numbers having a correct TFP interpretation, since it divides a multidimensional index of real output growth by an index of real input growth.
[ Figure 1 about here] Figure 1 illustrates the HMTFP index in expression (3) 
It is worth pointing out that both methods are describing the changes in outputs and inputs to explain the transition from point A to point D. Finally, this result is nothing else than the division of the two slopes corresponding to points A and D (see dotted lines in Figure 1 ).
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While the HMTFP index coincides with the traditional TFP interpretation, it also reveals one aspect that ratios are not able to show: information referring to the efficiency frontier. This is shown by the numerator and the denominator of the HMTFP index. First, the output quantity index provides in the output direction an efficient frontier benchmark (point C, as indicated by segment x t C). At the same time, it is shown how the DMU is not efficient in period t ( ( )
). Second, in the input direction, one finds point E as the benchmark (as indicated by segment y t E) and also the input inefficiency in period t ( ( )
). These movements on the output or input side represent the distances needed to reach a specific point on the best practice frontier.
All the above measurements are done with respect to the technology in the first year. Establishing a one year technology instead of selecting a geometric mean index is common practice in the benchmarking literature (see the Malmquist index in Berg et al. (1992) or the HMTFP index in Zaim et al. (2001) , Färe et al. (2004) and Zaim (2004)).
For instance, Berg et al. (1992) make use of a base technology to obtain a fixed benchmark for measuring technical change. This fixed base Malmquist index has the added advantage that it is transitive (circular), while its geometric mean version is not. Likewise, Zaim et al. (2001) propose an improvement index defined through a one year technology and using as benchmark a DMU in the analyzed time period. In line with the above authors, the reason not to combine technologies is quite straightforward: when performing benchmarking analysis the benchmark should be well determined and easy to identify.
There is one more aspect worthwhile mentioning. Criticism can be targeted to the pseudo-observations created by the HMTFP index, some of whose components are defined by including different time periods in the same distance function. This can be observed in expression (3) where outputs in periods t+1 or t are combined with inputs in periods t or t+1 respectively. Nevertheless, these mixed time periods are a main characteristic of the HMTFP index and contribute to both its TFP interpretation as well as to its feasibility. These combinations can further appear in benchmarking adaptations in the form of distance functions containing outputs (inputs) from one DMU and inputs (outputs) from another.
Adapting the HMTFP Index to Benchmarking Purposes: Three Proposals
It is now important to clearly delimitate possible benchmarking approaches.
While the introductory section explains the motives for choosing a single unit as a benchmark, there are still pros and cons for each possible specification. The adaptations of the HMTFP index for benchmarking compare the productivity of two different DMUs in a variety of contexts. First, a static index provides a distance between analyzed DMUs and their benchmark. Second, the comparison is done against a fixed DMU and a base technology frontier. This is useful for situations in which managers achieve a good understanding of a competitor in a certain time period, and by iterating computations over the years they can observe the eventual catching-up effects that have been attained. Third, the dynamic benchmarking perspective is developed by contrasting TFP changes between analyzed DMUs and their benchmarks while allowing for both to evolve over time. The latter definition is novel in the efficiency benchmarking literature and helpful to capture catching-up effects which account for changes in technology.
The Static HMTFP Index for Benchmarking
The static adaptation of the HMTFP index for benchmarking can be mathematically expressed as follows:
where t is the only period under analysis, (y t ,x t ) are the outputs and inputs of the analyzed DMU in period t, and (y t B ,x t B ) are the outputs and inputs of the unit established as a benchmark. This specification of the HMTFP index permits one to compute, for a certain period t, the distance from each DMU to an established benchmark point (B). A similar approach with a fixed base unit has been defined for the Malmquist index in Berg et al. (1993) .
HMTFP st index values higher than unity indicate that the analyzed DMU has a higher TFP than its benchmark, whereas values lower than unity point out a worse performer. In this way, the scores quantify the advantage in terms of TFP a DMU has with respect its benchmark in a certain period or the catching-up it needs to reach this reference point. 
The Fixed Base HMTFP Index for Benchmarking
The above static HMTFP index for benchmarking (see similar applications in Färe et al. 2004 or Zaim 2004 has, however, one pitfall: it does not include a time component. Traditionally, this problem was solved by defining a base year (benchmark technology) dynamic index (see, e.g., the fixed base Malmquist index in Berg et al. 1992) . By combining the fixed base index with the single DMU benchmarking, the fixed base and unit HMTFP is specified as:
where k is the (constant) base year and t is the year under analysis, (y t ,x t ) are the outputs and inputs of the analyzed DMU period t, and (y k B ,x k B ) are the outputs and inputs of the unit established as benchmark (fixed in the base year).
In contrast to the static case, it is now possible to see movements over time with respect to the DMU set as a benchmark. Both the technology frontier and the benchmark are kept fixed in period k. Therefore, by computing changes between period k and period t, t+1, etc. one is examining shifts in the technology with respect to a known position set as a goal for the evaluated DMU. Therefore, the HMTFP fb may show higher or lower than unity results. A higher/lower than unity score indicates the percentage in which a DMU performs better/worse in terms of TFP in the analyzed period, as compared to its benchmark in the base period.
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The advantage of this second option is the availability of TFP changes over time with respect to a benchmark in a base period. However, one could argue against the relevance of fixing the technology at a certain point. Since the technology, the evaluated
DMUs and the benchmark all change over time, the comparison of a DMU with regard to a benchmark in a given base year becomes somewhat obsolete after being used for various periods of time. It is as if one keeps aiming at a target that has meanwhile almost certainly moved onwards.
The Dynamic HMTFP Index for Benchmarking: Decomposing the HMTFP
A third proposal starts from the standard HMTFP index (see (3)) and introduces a new decomposition that offers a dynamic viewpoint for benchmarking purposes compared to both previous benchmarking proposals. This decomposition proposal represents a novelty to the existing literature. The chosen course of action is to decompose the basic HMTFP index (3) such that its components are suitable for a dynamic benchmarking analysis.
Through simple mathematical rearrangement, the HMTFP index in expression (3) can be decomposed as follows: 
where t and t+1 are the years under analysis, (y t ,x t ) and (y t+1 ,x t+1 ) are the outputs and inputs of the analyzed DMU in periods t and t+1 respectively, and (y t B ,x t B ) and 11 See Appendix 1 (electronic supplementary material) for a numerical illustration of the fixed base HMTFP index for benchmarking. The second decomposition component is simply the benchmark's HMTFP index.
For our purpose, it is called the benchmark's TFP change (as indicated below the braces in (6)), and it simply indicates how the TFP of the benchmark varies over time.
Note again that the HMTFP index on the LHS shows the TFP changes between t and t+1 (see (3) and its interpretation) and that there is no benchmark involved at all.
The advantage of this decomposition approach is that it combines both the frontierbased TFP analysis and the benchmarking approach. Furthermore, by running this decomposition over several consecutive time periods, statistical tests between its components may reveal catching-up or falling-behind effects for the first and second component relative to the frontier and the benchmark, respectively.
Synthesis
Thus, each of the three adaptations of the HMTFP index (expressions (4), (5) and (6)) offers a certain benchmarking scenario. Naturally, a manager or regulator can select the most appropriate method for his/her specific situation and needs. While each of these three approaches can stand alone, these methods are also potentially complementary. In the latter case, a multidimensional perspective can be obtained via the parallel interpretations of these three HMTFP indices for benchmarking.
Sample Description and Specification Issues
Description of the Spanish Banking Industry
The Spanish banking industry proves to be attractive for research due to its rapid ATMs and other products and services.
The above discussion yields two conclusions. First, the analysis' starting point is the year 1998. This corresponds to the end of the financial difficulties in a deregulated Spanish banking sector. It also stands for the beginning of a novel growth period defined by new corporate strategies, particularly in the case of savings banks. Second, the homogeneity of the employed technology is guaranteed by forming a sample of private and savings banks (and excluding the credit cooperatives).
Specification Issues: Input and Output Variables
Banking studies provide various ways to define the outputs and inputs for productivity and efficiency analyses. Studies reviewing the input and output variables employed in banking are those of Berger and Humphrey (1997) , Goddard et al. (2001) or Fethi and Pasiouras (2010) Table 1 offers descriptive statistics for each year from 1998 to 2006 as well as for the overall period. Notice the substantial growth of both median output and input levels over time.
[ Table 1 about here]
Before computing the different specifications of the HMTFP indices for benchmarking, one peer DMU must be selected. As previously mentioned, this choice should be in accordance with each bank's strategic options and competitive positioning.
For the following application, two up to date best practice criteria are selected: (1) technical efficiency and (2) Moreover, Bancaja represents an interesting benchmark since during the analyzed period it experienced important evolutions from a management viewpoint. First, it was involved in a merger. Second, it consistently followed a strategy to expand outside its region. These two last aspects are illustrated in more detail when analyzing the empirical results.
The differences between the successive HMTFP indices are assessed through a Li test (see Li 1996; Kumar and Russell 2002) . This non-parametric statistical test compares two unknown distributions using kernel densities. Its advantages are twofold.
First, the Li test statistic is valid for dependent and as well as for independent variables
(see Kumar and Russell (2002: 546) ). Second, in contrast to most statistical tests, the Li test is not based on mean or median comparisons, but instead compares two entire distributions to each other. Thus, by means of the Li test p-value, the null hypothesis of equality of distributions can be rejected or not.
Empirical Application
This section progressively presents the empirical results of the benchmarking adaptations of the HMTFP index. All computed results are feasible and TFP interpretations are offered together with frontier components. Specifically, one can see the TFP behavior of the analyzed DMU in the HMTFP index result and also obtain efficiency frontier information both for output and input orientations from the numerator and denominator of the index. When used for managerial decision-making, 14 One can argue that one should avoid setting a very large bank as the benchmark (e.g., Banco Santander), since it could be experiencing diminishing returns to scale (i.e., be positioned in the upper right corner of a graph similar to the one in Figure 1 ). In such a configuration, in a static environment it is very likely for the slopes of most DMUs (situated in the increasing returns to scale area) to be higher than the one for this very large benchmark. Moreover, a medium-sized DMU is probably more suitable as a benchmark, since mimicking its strategy should be easier for most of the analyzed DMUs. 15 As a key part of the CEBS stress test, the capital adequacy ratio is calculated to ensure that banks are solvent: they must have sufficient capital to resist under adverse and unlikely conditions. This capital adequacy ratio was computed as the total Tier 1 capital (i.e., core capital, which includes equity capital and disclosed reserves) divided by the total risk-weighted assets.
these features of the HMTFP index significantly improve upon the properties of a standard Malmquist index.
The Static HMTFP Index for Benchmarking
The first step of the analysis reports the results of the static HMTFP st index for benchmarking (see (4)). Table 2 [ Table 2 and Figure 2 about here] On the other hand, in 2003 Bancaja enhanced its already important expansion process by opening branches in other regions, also a fruitful strategy for increasing efficiency as shown by Illueca et al. (2009) . This increased its size by three times in just six years. Obviously, this output expansion requires an initial effort to invest in installing an additional, initially underutilized capacity. This is exactly what Figure 2 and 
The Fixed Base HMTFP Index for Benchmarking
Having the yearly snapshots of the Spanish banking sector in mind, the fixed base benchmark analysis is conducted. The HMTFP fb index for benchmarking (see (5) Table 3 for the HMTFP st index).
Analyzing the HMTFP fb index at the sample level, the results in Table 3 Table 3 . We also confirm strong TFP growth till at least the end of our sample (i.e., 2006).
Next, one should compare these sample level TFP results in the first part of Table   3 with the TFP results of Bancaja reported in the last column. To find TFP growth results over the whole period close to Bancaja's, one must be situated around the 75th percentile of the distribution or above. Thus, the evolution of Bancaja's TFP is parallel to roughly the best 25% of the sample. However, the DMUs in the 90th percentile clearly beat the TFP growth track record of Bancaja in a substantial way.
[ Table 3 and Figure 3 Alternatively, one can try to account for these movements by introducing the following dynamic analysis.
The HMTFP Index and its New Decomposition for Benchmarking
To document the relevance of our proposal, we illustrate the empirical results for the new HMTFP dyn index in the greatest detail. First, since the HMTFP dyn index starts off from the standard HMTFP index (3), we first report these results in Table 4 . Next, we report the new decomposition proposal constituting our HMTFP dyn for benchmarking index in Table 5 .
[ Table 4 about here]
Starting with Table 4 , note that no benchmark is involved and results should be interpreted as traditional TFP changes. Therefore, these results illustrate the yearly The percentile levels in Table 4 indicate that a drop in the TFP change only occurs below the 10th percentile or slightly above the 10th percentile and only for years 2001 and 2003 . Also at the 10th percentile, the most spectacular growth is 10% in 2005.
This same year also shows the most important TFP improvements for the rest of the percentile levels. Regarding the 2005 results, it must be stated that these higher scores may be partly caused by changes introduced in the Spanish accounting formats (see subsection 3.2) that create difficulties to maintain the homogeneity for specific variables.
While all TFP changes are positive above the 25th percentile, one can see in Table   4 [ Table 5 and Figure 4 about here]
Next, Table 5 presents the decomposition results. All descriptive statistics are illustrating the TFP change relative to the benchmark (the first decomposition component in (6)), while the last column of Table 5 presents Looking at the benchmark's TFP change in the last column of Table 5 
Unit to Unit Analysis
After progressively advancing into the TFP-benchmarking analysis of the Spanish banking sector, the proposed methodology can present a global picture by combining the three approaches. As already indicated, these independent TFP benchmarking indices can be combined to achieve complementary perspectives for managers and For GSS, Figure 7 shows that from a static perspective this bank is performing 
Concluding Remarks
This research is founded in the traditional view of benchmarking as the search and emulation of best practices. By applying the HMTFP index (Bjurek 1996) , this study aims at closing the gap between benchmarking and multi inputs and outputs TFP frontier analysis. In this way, TFP benchmarking can be a new way to set strategic
objectives for managers and to analyze firm performance for regulators and researchers. Lovell (1996) found that productivity declined at the end of the 1980s, beginning of the 1990s. For the following period, recent studies find significant productivity increases due to either deregulations (Kumbhakar and Lozano-Vivas 2005) , or technological change (e.g., Tortosa-Ausina et al. (2008) or Illueca et al. (2009) ).
Furthermore, the fluctuations encountered in banks' TFP may be due to expansion or consolidation strategies, such as mergers. For example, Cuesta and Orea (2002) find immediate efficiency decreases for savings banks involved in mergers, followed by significant increases. In our empirical application these fluctuations are revealed through significant catching-up effects. Moreover, this sudden decrease which follows expansion strategies can explain the TFP evolution of Bancaja, the benchmark. Also, Bancaja's significant TFP growth at the end of the analyzed period is in line with the results of Illueca et al. (2009) , who state that savings banks that expand outside their original markets achieve greater productivity gains.
Throughout the paper, findings are first scrutinized by comparing the sample level results with the established benchmark under the various benchmarking scenarios.
While key results are stable between the different approaches, differences may appear mostly due to the chosen treatment of the fixed or changing technology. Next, the same scenarios are analyzed in a unit to unit analysis revealing dissimilar behaviors of banking units.
This study makes headway for future research since the proposed methodological tools can employ benchmarking criteria adapted to any scenario or industry. For instance, in the standard benchmarking approach comparisons against efficient units reveal the firm's position in the market and the distance separating it from the efficient units. This is a method to discover, understand and implement new organizational practices. In this line it could be interesting to define analyses by benchmarking against strategic groups' leaders. However, in some cases managers may want to compare performance against their local competitor, even if this may be an inefficient firm. For savings banks, this local competitor may be a unit that is developing its branch network in the same region. All these benchmarking options contribute to organizational learning and strategic planning and reveal how decision-making can contribute to the performance of firms over time.
Finally, a limitation of this study -an avenue of future research-is the absence of risk variables in TFP indices. The importance of including risk measures has become acute following the recent financial crisis. One option could be to obtain risk-adjusted estimations of TFP (e.g., the work done by Hughes and Mester (1998) in a cost function approach could be adapted to TFP indices). For instance, future studies could introduce the risk variables through outputs such as the credit-risk expressed as the amount of offbalance-sheet items. Alternatively, one could use banking ratios defining the risk environment (e.g., percentage of insolvency provisions or simply the risk of assets). 3 1998-1999 1998-2000 1998-2001 1998-2002 1998-2003 1998-2004 1998-2005 1998-2006 Sample Median Bancaja 
